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IDEAS HAVE CONSEQUENCES
by Richard N. Weaver
(University of Chicago Press,
5801 S. Ellis Ave.,
Chicago, III. 60637)
190 pages ̄  $6.95 paperback

Reviewed by Tommy W. Rogers

THIS renowned volume stirred up a
vigorous controversy when it first
appeared in 1948; its title contrib-
uted a pregnant phrase to contem-
porary discourse and since the au-
thor’s death his name heads a
program to encourage young schol-
ars. Ideas Have Consequences is one
of a handful of books to appear in the
middle and late forties which
breached the ranks of liberal ortho-
doxy and opened a way for the re-
surgence of the freedom philosophy
which is so marked a phenomenon of
the past several decades.

The "consequences" Weaver con-
demns are many, but they come into
focus in our time in the armed
camps, otherwise known as modern
nations. The State now depersonal-
izes man, mechanizes life, collectiv-
izes property, and defers only to
power. In his quest of the ideas which
laid the groundwork for the present
situation Weaver goes back as far as
William of Occam who, declaring
that only particular things are real,
discredited general truths. With sus-

tained argument and lofty eloquence
Weaver traces the history of a ma-
lign set of ideas from the break-up of
the Middle Ages down to the modern
period.

Weaver taught English at the Uni-
versity of Chicago, but came out of
a Southern agrarian background
which remained so much a part of
him that he could never be comfort-
able with those aspects of modernity
which grate harshly against what
Burke referred to as "the basic inns
and nesting places of human
nature."

Weaver believed that liberty is
most secure in a society character-
ized by the distributive ownership of
small properties in the form of in-
dependent farms, local businesses,
homes owned by their occupants.
Widespread private ownership
linked ineluctably to responsibility,
provides the context in which one
could become a complete person. Pri-
vate property makes a person inde-
pendent; it makes existence physi-
cally possible for the protester;
livelihood independent of the State
provides a metaphysical base, so to
speak, for opponents of Leviathan.
"To combat swirling forces of social
collapse," he writes, "we must have
some form of retrenchment, and es-
pecially do we need sanctuary from
pagan statism... The attack on pri-
vate property is but a further expres-
sion of the distrust of reason... For
liberty and right reason go hand in
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hand, and it is impossible to impugn
one without casting reflection on the
other."

Because ideas do have conse-
quences, people who live according
to a distorted or incomplete or fal-
sified picture of reality (The Great
Stereopticon, Weaver called it),
sooner or later meet up with such
disasters as have been visited upon
the twentieth century. People who
walk the road to serfdom are even-
tually victims of omnipotent govern.
ment. Because of the validity of its
premise and the substantive in.
sights of its argument, Weaver’s
book has an enduring message. ~
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IDEAS HAVE CONSEQUENCES

Any idea becomes our own as we are exposed to
it and accept it and practice it and can explain it
to friends--all done without coercion.

This pretty well describes the activities of FEE--seeking, practicing,
sharing ideas on liberty, that liberty which Lord Acton identified as "the
assurance that every man shall be protected in doing what he believes
his duty against the influence of authority and majorities, custom and
opinion." If you’d care to join in pursuit of such ideas and ideals, just
use the form below to reserve your place on The Freeman mailing list.

If you’re already on the mailing list, but have a new address, please
use this form to let us know of the change and to minimize any delays
in delivery.

Sorry, this is not a mailing card; please enclose in a stamped envelope.

THE FOUNDATION FOR ECONOMIC EDUCATION
IRVlNGTON-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK 10533

Please add my name to receive THE FREEMAN, 64-page monthly study
journal of free market, private properly, limited government ideas and
ideals, plus NOTES FROM FEE, a 4-pager devoted to libertarian meth-
ods, issued every other month.
I’m already on your mailing list, but have a new address, as below.

Name (Please print)

Street

City State

Zip Code
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